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a b s t r a c t
The location of n-decane molecules within the model biological membrane consisting of dioleoylphosphocholine (DOPC) bilayers has been investigated via small angle neutron diffraction (SAND) method and
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Diffraction patterns of the samples containing varied amounts of labeled
and unlabeled n-decane have been obtained at various H2O:D2O scattering contrasts and utilized in the reconstruction of their neutron scattering length density (NSLD) proﬁles. The experimental data analysis based on mutual comparison of contrast varied NSLD proﬁles revealed unambiguously the location of n-decane molecules
within our complex liquid system. They are distributed mostly in the lipid bilayer center while oriented both perpendicular to the bilayer normal, as well as in orientation parallel to the bilayer normal. In this, the mode of ndecane incorporation differs very little for the different concentrations examined (1:1 and 2:1 n-decane:DOPC
molar ratios). The results of MD simulations corroborate experimental observations qualitatively and offer an explanation for the persistence of n-decane incorporation mode.
© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
General anesthetics in their various forms have been frequently utilized in human society for ages [1]. The majority of people is rather familiar with their effect and inﬂuence on our consciousness and
behavior through medical applications and/or consumption. Surprisingly, molecular mechanism of anesthetics' action is still remaining an
open question. General anesthetics, in contrast to local anesthetics,
function on the central nervous system and their potency correlates
well with their solubility in oil relative to the water, as discovered by
Meyer and Overton a century ago [2,3]. Moreover, the effect of anesthesia can be reversibly suppressed by applying hydrostatic pressure, what
is rationalized by shifting the partitioning toward the aqueous phase at
elevated pressures. These observations point to the close relationship
between lipids and anesthesia, suggesting that the potency of anesthetics is related to their hydrophobicity or amphiphilicity, and that
the site of action in some way must be related to the hydrophobic site
at the neural membranes [4]. Several distinct hypotheses considered
also speciﬁc receptors, protein binding sites, in addition to lipid mediation as the root cause of anesthetic effect [5–7]. The question whether
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the effect is direct at the ion channel, or indirect via the membrane
structural changes, has yet to be solved.
The strong inﬂuence of general anesthetics on physico-chemical
properties of lipid bilayers has been documented in numerous studies
[8–10]. For instance, they lower the main phase transition temperature
or make the membrane more unstable toward forming lipid cubic structures. This challenges the role of lipids in anesthetic effect at ﬁrst sight,
since these effects are hardly detectable at the concentrations of clinical
applications. However, the local concentration of the drug in domains,
rafts, or interfaces between lipids and proteins may be considerably different from the global concentration of the drug in membrane, due to a
cooperative nature of lipid bilayers. As a consequence, protein assemblies and aggregates in lipid domains can nevertheless become affected
by the drug. Cantor has proposed a physical theory of general anesthesia, which involves a mechanism by which drugs alter the lateral pressure proﬁle of lipid bilayers [11]. According to this mechanism, the
magnitude of the shifts in the lateral pressure proﬁle induced by anesthetics at their clinical concentrations is already enough to induce sufﬁcient variations in the stresses around integral membrane channels to
inhibit or proliferate their conformational transitions.
The anesthetic effect inherent to primary aliphatic alkanes and alcohols is one of the driving forces to their profound interrogations in the
ﬁeld of biosciences. A range of studies investigating this phenomenon
from different points of view have already been reported, without revealing sufﬁciently the molecular mechanism facilitating anesthetic
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properties of these compounds, though. Based on the experimental fact
that anesthetic effect of alkanes is gradually enhanced with increasing
length of the aliphatic chain, and that it suddenly drops for the compounds exceeding 10 carbon atoms (so called “cut-off effect”, [12]),
two fundamental hypothesis have been proposed. One is assuming a vacant space of ﬁnite dimensions in the structure of speciﬁc proteins,
where only alkanes with appropriate length can ﬁt in. These molecules
stabilize the structure of protein and hamper conformational changes,
thus affecting its biological functions [13]. The other theory suggests
that anesthetic effect stems from the structural changes to lipid bilayer
induced by the interactions of general anesthetics with the membrane
constituents [14–16]. According to this model, aliphatic alkanes shorter
than C12 concentrate in the center of lipid bilayer increasing its thickness. Such a structural change has presumably a signiﬁcant impact on
ionic transfer through the bilayer. On the other hand, the incorporation
of longer molecules from the homologous series does not result in such
thickness variation, hence inhibition of anesthetic properties can be
observed.
One of the most promoted anesthetic effect among the alkanes is exhibited by n-decane. This has led to extensive studies of its impact on
lipid bilayer structural properties. Small angle neutron scattering experiments performed on unilamellar DOPC liposomes have suggested that
doping lipid bilayer with n-decane at lower concentrations (C10:
DOPCb0.5:1) leads to parallel orientation of n-decane molecules with
respect to hydrophobic lipid chains [17]. Nevertheless, the study of ndecane concentration inﬂuence on egg-yolk-phosphatidylcholine
(EYPC) lamellar bilayers by means of X-ray diffraction has brought out
conclusions in contradiction with previous work [18]. The experimental
results pointed to the scenario, that for the lower concentrations C10:
EYPCb1:1, n-decane molecules are located in the center of the bilayer
while orienting perpendicular with respect to the lipid chains. The further concentration increase then induces additional parallel alignment
of signiﬁcant portion of n-decane.
It is important to note, the models discussed above have been deduced solely from changes to the bilayer thickness and subsequent
area per lipid calculations. Thus, despite of the data consistencies within
each model, direct evidence of actual location of n-decane molecules
within the lipid bilayer is still absent. Due to this, we designed and carried out small-angle neutron diffraction experiment on model phospholipid (DOPC) membranes containing deuterium-labeled and unlabeled
molecules of n-decane. Employing contrast variation method and mutual comparison of neutron diffraction data obtained for labeled and unlabeled samples, we were able to determine experimentally the actual
location of n-decane molecules within the bilayer. The obtained results
have also been corroborated by calculations of molecular dynamics simulations. The consistencies between experimental and theoretical data
make the conclusions of this study on n-decane molecule location in
model lipid membranes very plausible.
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chloroform–tetraﬂuoroethylene mixture (1:1 v:v). Solvent containing
approximately 10 mg of dissolved material was spread onto 50 mm
× 25 mm Si wafer and rocked in glow-box with the presence of solvent
vapors inside. Such retarded evaporation facilitates the formation of
well-ordered lamellar bilayers [19]. The remaining traces of solvent
were evaporated under the vacuum overnight. Before each measurement, samples were equilibrated at 97% relative humidity and temperature 25 °C. The samples were hydrated from a vapor phase over
saturated K2SO4 solution at four different D2O/H2O contrasts (8%, 40%,
70% and 100% of D2O).
Measurements were performed at D16 facility at Institute LaueLangevin (Grenoble, France) utilizing small momentum transfer diffractometer and monochromatic neutron beam of λ = 0.455 nm. All data
were acquired as rocking scans that in addition provide the quantitative
information on the orientation quality of aligned multilayers (Fig. 1).
The high quality of samples (with respect to bilayers parallel orientation) is corroborated by the presence of very narrow peaks. Occurrence
of two characteristic minima along the rocking curve recognizable in
particular for the 1st order peak is the consequence of neutron absorption by the sample when the incident or diffracted beam is oriented
along the substrate surface [20]. The best model for describing the
shape of obtained peaks was found to consist of the sum of Gauss and
Lorentz function [21] providing the set of parameters necessary for further reconstruction.
The information extracted on position and magnitude of observed
diffraction peaks can be utilized in the reconstruction of NSLD proﬁles
of studied systems. A full description of procedure for NSLD proﬁles determination that we have followed in this work has been described elsewhere [20]. Firstly, the values of D-spacing are established from peak
positions using relation D = 2πh/qh, where qh are the positions of corresponding diffraction peaks of order h. Normalized scattering form factors are then plugged into the Fourier transform resulting into NSLD
proﬁle. In this, the scattering phases (+/− signs for centro-symmetric
system such as that of ours) have been established by means of contrast
variation method [22]. The typical NSLD proﬁles obtained at various
contrasts can be seen in Fig. 2.
Scattering contrast between bilayer and water ambient can be varied by means of changing the content of D2O in water mixture that hydrates the sample. The difference between two NSLD proﬁles obtained
at different contrasts thus corresponds to water distribution proﬁle

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Small-angle neutron diffraction
The model membrane constituents, heavy water necessary for bilayers' hydration, and supporting wafers for the samples were acquired as
follows: Dioleoyl-phoshatidylcholine (DOPC) from Avanti Polar Lipids
(Alabaster, USA); unlabeled (C10H22) and labeled (perdeuterated,
C10D22) n-decane from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA); heavy water
from ILL (Grenoble, France); single side polished Si substrates (111, Ntype/Phos-dopant) cut to 50 mm × 25 mm × 0.5 mm from Crystal
GmbH (Berlin, Germany).
Samples in the form of stacks of parallel-oriented bilayers were prepared for SAND experiments employing rock-and-roll method [19]. Appropriate amounts of DOPC and n-decane, determined by means of
calculations in order to maintain the desired n-decane:DOPC molar ratios 1:1 and 2:1 were co-disolved in organic solvent consisting of

Fig. 1. The example of typical rocking curves obtained experimentally by rocking the
sample around its angle omega while intensities were collected at the ﬁve different
ﬁxed positions of detector that correspond to diffraction peaks 1 to 5. Red lines
represent combination of Gauss and Lorentz function ﬁt to the data. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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Fig. 2. Neutron scattering length density (NSLD, left-hand vertical axis) as a function of
distance from bilayer center z. The proﬁles are calculated from experimental data for the
sample n-decane:DOPC = 2:1. The measurements were performed at 4 different
contrasts (8%, 40%, 70% and 100% of D2O), whose differences provide the distribution
probabilities of water molecules. Broken lines scaled according to the right-hand vertical
axis show the averaged distribution and that obtained by ﬁtting it by a sum of two
mirrored error functions for the evaluation of bilayer thickness DB.

[20]. The mean position of the ﬁtted error functions then determines the
water/bilayer interface (Fig. 2) and thus the bilayer thickness DB [23].
In order to ﬁnd the location of n-decane molecules in the system, we
employ yet another contrast variation. We compare NSLD proﬁles of the
samples containing equal amounts of labeled and unlabeled n-decane.
When neutron scattering experiments are performed with unlabeled
and deuterated molecules embedded in the complex systems, the distribution of the label is obtained from the difference between the two proﬁles [22]. The example of difference NSLD proﬁle corresponding to the
deuterium label distribution is documented in Fig. 3.
2.2. Molecular dynamics simulations
MD simulations using GROMACS 5.0.4 package [24] were performed
using 128 DOPC and 6400 TIP3 water molecules in the control system
consisting of pure DOPC bilayers. In the n-decane loaded systems, 28,

Fig. 3. Neutron scattering length density (NSLD) as a function of distance from bilayer
center z. The n-decane distribution (red) is obtained from the difference of NSLD
proﬁles pertaining to labeled (blue) and unlabeled (black) samples of 2:1 n-decane:
DOPC molar ratio hydrated with 100% D2O. Area under the red curve is proportional to
the amount of label in the unit cell. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

64, and 85 DOPC molecules were replaced by n-decane to achieve ndecane:DOPC molar ratios of 0.3:1, 1:1, and 2:1 mol/mol, respectively.
The initial topology was designed by CHARMM-GUI v1.7 [25]. Modeling
was carried out in three stages: i) minimization of the energy; ii) NVT
and NPT equilibration of the system; and iii) MD calculations with the
CHARMM36 force ﬁeld for full atom molecular systems. The n-decane
molecules distributed initially within the bilayer hydrophobic part concentrated in ﬁnal snapshots mostly between the two layers (Fig. 4). For
the orientational analysis of n-decane molecules with respect to the bilayer normal, we deﬁne the parallel orientation if their molecular axes
fall within the range 0–30° and perpendicular orientation if they fall
within the range 60–90°.
The production run of MD simulations consisted of 100 ns after initial 5 ns needed for equilibration (Fig. 5). Area per lipid was calculated
from the box vector elements using Gromacs utilities, and SIMtoEXP
[26] was used to visualize the simulated results and compare them to
those obtained from neutron diffraction experiments.
In addition to the distributions obtained for various membrane components, MD simulations offer an information regarding the thermodynamic properties of simulated systems. Namely, the order parameter
can be evaluated easily. It is a measure of the motional anisotropy of
the given C\\H bond investigated and yields its time-averaged orientation. If θ denotes the instantaneous angle between the C\\H bond and
the direction of the bilayer normal, then S is deﬁned as


S ¼ 0:5 3 cos2 θ−1 ;
where the bar denotes a time average.
3. Results
SAND experiments have been carried out in order to investigate
membrane structural changes due to the addition of n-decane, and to
determine its location within phospholipid bilayer. High quality of examined samples (regular multilayers) corroborated by rocking curves,
resulted in the detection of high order Bragg reﬂections that allowed
us in the ﬁrst place to determine the D-spacing with high precision.
Total D-spacing is the sum of DB (total thickness of lipid bilayer) and
DW (the thickness of water layer in-between the bilayers). According
to diffraction pattern analysis, no signiﬁcant D-spacing changes have
been observed for various samples examined.
In the next, we have extracted other bilayer parameters from NSLD
proﬁles as obtained by means of SAND data analysis (Materials and
methods). Intriguingly, we have observed a noticeable increase of DB
parameter (~0.1–0.2 nm) for all the samples including n-decane molecules with respect to pure DOPC bilayers (Table 1). DB along with volumetric data available for n-decane, water and DOPC molecules [27]
facilitate also a calculation of average surface area per lipid in terms of
Luzatti model [28,29]. As can be seen from Table 1, pairs of samples
with equivalent n-decane concentrations (i.e., H(1:1) and D(1:1), and
H(2:1) and D(2:1)) agree well in A parameter. Most importantly,
there is a clear evidence of correlation between n-decane content and
area per lipid increase.
The pairwise comparison of NSLD proﬁles corresponding to the samples loaded with perdeuterated and unlabeled n-decane at the same
concentrations and D2O/H2O contrasts allowed us to scrutinize the location of n-decane molecules within membranes (Materials and
methods). Fig. 6 displays difference NSLD proﬁles averaged over contrast varied results obtained in the case of two n-decane concentrations.
It is worth to note here a dependence of the NSLD and consequent difference NSLD analysis on the scattering contrast conditions. While measurements of hydrogen-rich samples hydrated with 100% D2O provide
high quality data (such as those in Fig. 3), by lowering the portion of
D2O in water mixture we are successively approaching the NSLD values
of the lipid moieties region. The low contrast conditions then elevate the
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Fig. 4. The initial (left-hand) and ﬁnal (right-hand) snapshots of MD simulations for n-decane loaded DOPC bilayer. The n-decane molecules are displayed in dark blue colour on the
background of DOPC bilayer and water molecules shown in light colors. Note that bulk water parts have been cut out to facilitate a clearance of presentation. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

sensitivity of analysis and result in higher experimental uncertainties.
As a consequence, we observe higher experimental uncertainties also
in the proﬁles averaged over different contrast conditions. This is
reﬂected particularly in the places with the lowest contrast, i.e. the bilayer edges (Fig. 6).
According to the analysis, the highest density of deuterium distribution has been found in the center of the bilayer for samples with both ndecane concentrations studied. The total distributions are clearly composed of a relatively narrow peak (~1 nm) that would be consistent
with the location of n-decane in the bilayer center while oriented perpendicular to bilayer normal, and much broader peak (~4 nm) that
most likely corresponds to the parallel orientation of n-decane molecules. These two orientations appear to be the ones with the major occupancy, while a minority of molecules orient also in between the two
extremes. Importantly, the overall distribution lays within the bilayer
interior and reaches the maximum in the bilayer center.
We have looked closely also at the changes in the distributions due
to the n-decane concentration increase. The two molar ratios of n-decane:DOPC appear to provide very little difference in the n-decane distribution as revealed by the comparison of 1:1 and 2:1 data. In fact, we
note that the proﬁle of the 2:1 data is almost identical to that obtained
from 1:1 data and multiplied by a factor of 2 (not shown). An absence
of the qualitative difference between the two sets of data suggests the
same mechanism of n-decane distribution throughout the DOPC bilayer

when increasing its concentration from 1:1 to 2:1 M ratio. Our experimental data clearly do not support the changes to the n-decane incorporation mode within the concentrations investigated, contradictory to
previous suggestions [17,18]. It is worth to note however a difference
in the sample geometry between the two experiments compared. The
apparent disagreement then possibly suggests the dependence on the
bilayer curvature as has been discussed previously [18].
We have further examined a possibility of different regimes also by
the means of MD simulations. First, we look at MD results obtained at
lower concentrations including 0.3 and 1 molecule of n-decane per
DOPC. The n-decane distribution proﬁles shown in Fig. 7 for both
cases conﬁrm its location in bilayer center (see also Fig. 4 in Materials
and methods section). The only difference to the experimental results
is much narrower widths of these distributions. An intriguing result is
however obtained for systems with further addition of n-decane. Its
central incorporation appears to reach a saturation with concentration
increased to 2:1 M ratio (n-decane:DOPC). Such saturation then forces
n-decane molecules to the locations remoter from the bilayer center.
On the other hand, it is important to note much higher dependence of
bilayer thickness on the n-decane concentrations in the simulated results than we have observed experimentally. In fact, the bilayer thickness increase follows closely the widening of n-decane distribution,
suggesting thus no change to the mode of its incorporation. This becomes clear in the comparison with distribution functions for water
molecules that delimit the water-bilayer interface (Fig. 7). Although
the n-decane is placed further from the bilayer center when its concentration increases, so are the lipid head-groups and water-bilayer
interface.
The resolution and amount of information available in the MD simulations allowed us to scrutinize further the mode of decane-lipid interactions and their potential changes due to the different concentrations.
Firstly, n-decane molecules after 100 ns simulation performed at the
smallest concentration orient almost equally in both perpendicular
and parallel orientations with respect to the bilayer normal (43% and
Table 1
The comparison of samples' unit cell parameters D-spacing, bilayer thickness (DB) and surface area per lipid (A) averaged over contrast varied results. The experimental uncertainties for D-spacing have been obtained from averaging the values calculated at four
different contrasts, while those for DB and A could be estimated as changes to the given parameter resulting in the unit change of the normalized ﬁtting goodness measure.

Fig. 5. The lateral area calculated from simulation box per one lipid as a function of
simulation time. The trajectories show a fast convergence of all the systems. The area
per lipid averaged at 0.683 nm2 for the neat DOPC bilayers, while it was 0.699, 0.733,
and 0.712 nm2 in the case of 0.3:1, 1:1, and 2:1 n-decane:DOPC bilayers, respectively.

D-spacing
[nm]
DB [nm]
A [nm2]

H(1:1)

D(1:1)

H(2:1)

D(2:1)

pure DOPC

5.22±0.02

5.17±0.04

5.13±0.06

5.13±0.02

5.17±0.06

3.94±0.10
0.786
±0.021

3.94±0.23
0.786
±0.048

3.84±0.12
0.932
±0.030

3.88±0.05
0.925
±0.011

3.75±0.07
0.696
±0.013
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the central part of bilayer. Secondly, the calculations of order parameters extracted from MD results displayed in Fig. 8 show, that ﬂexibility
of lipids in bilayer consists of two parts. The boundary between the
two parts of relatively high order is formed again by the double bond
which is characteristic of low order. The unfavorable interactions of saturated n-decane chains with disordered unsaturated parts of lipid
chains may thus present another restriction that results into the distribution of n-decane molecules within the DOPC bilayer as observed in
both the experiment and simulations above.
4. Discussion and conclusions

46%, respectively). The orientations of n-decane molecules in 1:1 and
2:1 cases show the increased number of molecules oriented perpendicularly (48% and 54%, respectively), while the number of parallel orientations saturates at 39%. Secondly, MD results reveal the correlation
between the DOPC double bond position and n-decane concentration
similarly to the dependencies of bilayer thickness and the width of ndecane distribution on its concentration. Likewise to the previous observations, its position is pushed away from the bilayer center with increasing concentration of n-decane. Most importantly, it can be
recognized from Fig. 7 that most of n-decane distribution is inward
delimited by the position of DOPC double bond. Such localization of ndecane may be explained by two observations. Firstly, the positions of
double bonds appear to correlate closely also with the depth of water
penetration, which forces the hydrophobic molecules of n-decane to

The analysis of SAND data revealed that even double concentration
of n-decane molecules within model membranes does not have any signiﬁcant inﬂuence on D-spacing of DOPC bilayers. On the other hand,
there is an evidence of bilayer thickness DB increase when n-decane
containing samples are compared with pure DOPC bilayers. Interestingly, the bilayer thickness does not appear to increase monotonically
with the increase of n-decane concentration. This phenomenon might
perhaps be rationalized by considering the dependence of surface area
per lipid A on n-decane concentration. The progressive abundance of
n-decane molecules in the system may cause the location of their increasing portion among the lipid molecules, resulting in A enlargement
[18]. In the case of samples loaded with 2 n-decane molecules per DOPC,
the membrane extends laterally by about 34% of pure DOPC bilayers,
while it is only 13% in the case of 1:1 (n-decane:DOPC) systems. This
model is however not supported by the results of MD simulations that
on the other hand may suggest imperfections in the theoretical force
ﬁelds employed in the calculations.
Rather than large impact on the lateral area suggested by experiment, MD results predict much larger effect of n-decane addition on
the bilayer thickness. This is in a contradiction with some previous experimental results suggesting the thickness increase of about 0.24 nm
(at n-decane:DOPC = 1.6:1) [30], which in turn is in a close agreement
with our present experimental results. On the other hand, it is in an accordance with older results reporting a bilayer thickness increase of
about 1 nm in the case of excess n-decane in egg-yolkphosphatidylcholine membranes [31]. The extent of the n-decane's inﬂuence on model membranes thus remains unclear. The general trend
of n-decane distribution within bilayers is nevertheless apparent for
all discussed studies. n-decanes tend to localize themselves dominantly
in the center of the membrane and their occurrence decays outwards.

Fig. 7. Probabilities of volumetric occupancy (volume probability) for various membrane
components as functions of distance from bilayer center z. MD simulations results are
plotted for distributions of n-decane (black), water (blue), and double bonds (magenta)
in the model membranes consisting of n-decane and DOPC at molar ratios 0.3:1, 1:1,
and 2:1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. The lipid chain order parameter (S) as a function of the carbon atom number
counted from the ﬁrst atom of the lipid hydrocarbon tail. The results (averaged over sn1 and sn-2 chains) were extracted from MD simulations for DOPC, and n-decane doped
DOPC bilayers.

Fig. 6. Distributions of n-decane molecules calculated from the differences in neutron
scattering length density (ΔNSLD) proﬁles for perdeuterated and unlabeled samples as a
function of distance from bilayer center z. The distributions were obtained for systems
with n-decane:DOPC molar ratios 1:1 (green) and 2:1 (blue). The distribution proﬁle of
2:1 sample have been multiplied by the factor of 1.18 (area per lipid ratio) in order to
normalize the label density (area under the curve) with respect to n-decane:DOPC 1:1
unit cell. The vertical lines are plotted to guide the eyes in demarcating two different
peaks discussed in text. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Our ﬁndings, in agreement with a hydrophobic nature of n-decane, also
point to the location of n-decane molecules in the center of membranes.
Another important question not resolved in literature is the concentration inﬂuence of alkanes on their interactions with membranes. Our
results obtained both experimentally and from simulations provide a
well-consistent answer. Facilitating the analysis by the mutual comparison of distribution proﬁles for different concentrations of n-decane examined, we observe very little difference in its mode of incorporation
into lipid bilayers. The molecules of n-decane appear to form a layer
that is interacting with hydrocarbon chains of lipids, resulting in total
bilayer thickness enhancement. In this, the physico-chemical properties
of lipids forming the membrane appear to play a crucial role. The saturated alkane chains interact preferably with the saturated lipid chains.
Consequently, the presence of double bond poses a restriction limiting
the extent of alkane distribution within the membrane. It is therefore
very likely that contradicting results reported in literature are affected
by the different chemical properties of utilized model systems. The comparable length of n-decane (10 carbons) and that of DOPC chain between its double bond and terminal end (9 carbons) studied in here,
should elevate the effects observed.
The conclusion on the alkanes location in the membrane center is
very different from that we have seen recently in the case of long
chain aliphatic alcohols [32]. Despite the fact that both of the substances
are potent anesthetics, the mechanism of their actions appears to be different. The structural changes observed in the case of alcohols suggested
the most important alteration in the membrane-water interface. The
water encroachment shifted the way that alcohol loaded bilayers
absorbed more water molecules when compared to the neat lipid bilayers, resulting thus in shifting the lateral pressure in the region of lipid
polar head-groups. This potentially affects the conformational space of
membrane embedded ion channels. The present results on the other
hand place the alkanes far away from the membrane-water interface.
The most likely mechanism of their actions is thus a signiﬁcant impact
on ionic transfer through the bilayer by creating a restriction in its
center.
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